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Comics letters pages
Ian Gordon (2012)
- active engagement; becoming creators
- ‘A social network and a discursive community’

Daniel Stein (2013: 167) re letters in 1950s/60s American superhero comics: 

- ‘serial paratexts’ that foster collaboration

Coman (2012) and Pustz (2007)
- part of a process of community formation

Mel Gibson (2015: 170) re letters in American superhero comics: 

- allow readers to feel part of ‘a mature and expansive international community’

Martin Barker (1989: 47) re: letters in the British boys’ comic Action:

- selected, solicited, function to construct a particular ‘self-image’ for the comic



First ‘Spookyspot’ readers’ letters (#10) First ‘Supercats Club’ readers’ letters (#11)



Spellbound letters content
Corpus: #12, #28, #31, #41, #58, #64

Spookyspot Supercats Club Combined
Synchronicity 3 (8%) 2 (5%) 5 (13%)

Saved 3 (8%) 0 3 (8%)

Supernatural 
sustained

8 (22%) 10 (27%) 18 (49%)

Supernatural 
explained

0 3 (8%) 3 (8%)

Creative 0 8 (22%) 8 (22%)

14 23 37



Misty first letters page (#7)

• Star letter – telekinesis and 
‘Moonchild’ [Comment]

• Misty Medicine – self (illness) 
[Connection]

• Is he a cissy? – male reader, 
praise [Compass]

• Misty fever – self (illness), praise 
[Connection]

• Riddle – answer is Misty 
[Creativity]

• Maggie and Marcella – self 
[Connection]

• Fright of the Dog – self (pet dog) 
[Connection]

• Tops – praise [Comment]
• True or Not – do you make up 

your own stories? And think 
you’re pretty. [Comment]

• Best ever – praise [Comment]
• Spooktacular – poem, praise 

[Creativity]



Creativity (creative work from readers) 22%

Curiosity (questions about the comic or Misty herself) 12%

Connection (with readers’ lives) [32%] 32%

Community and conversation (dialogue between readers) 17%

Comment and criticism (comments on stories) 37%

Compass (diverse readership re: ages, location, etc) 9%

Misty letters content



…recipes, plays, audio, reviews, 
mathematical, jokes, cross-references to 
history/fact

‘Add 2 ounces of terror to 1 ounce of horror, 
bind together with 1 teaspn of fright and 
beat in 2 teaspns queasiness. […] Ice with 
colour after baking in a cold, creepy dungeon 
and decorate with animals, e.g. cats, bats, 
spiders, snakes…’ (Misty Fan, #27)

‘The stories are so good and my two children 
wrote a play based on one of them. The 
school performed it and raised £124.50p for 
charity I am very proud to say’ (Mrs Jane 
Guffick, #27). 

‘Each copy has 32 sides of paper. If you 
divide 8 between 32 you get the cost of one 
side…’) and combines this with the average 
number of words per page (200) to get the 
average price of one word (‘ 0.25 ÷ 200 = 
0.00125 or 1/800 if you prefer fractions.’ 
(J.F.D. Wood, #26)

Creativity

Poems, acrostic poems, rhyming verse and 
blank verse, limericks, prose poems, myths…

‘She comes in the fog
pushed on by the seas,
Her hair caressed by
the nymphs of the breeze.
The mermaids come and
watch from the streams
This beautiful maid from 
the Cavern of Dreams. 
Her dress is made from
the crest of a wave
And lined with moonbeams
Diana will save. 
She sits in the mist
and tells of her land, 
A place no mortal could
ever have planned.’
(Beverley Moses (age 12), #44)



Curiosity and Community
‘I think your comic is the most breathtaking, most frightening, most enchanting comic out 
and every time I go to bed I think of you.’ (Lisa Wilder, #45)

Discussion:
Déjà vu (#54) followed by five readers’ responses (#63): similar experiences and possible 
explanations (both spiritual and scientific)

‘to thank all the girls who sent me their instructions for the Wheel of Fortune after I’d asked 
for them on your letter page [#62]’ (Jane Allen Maerdy, #74) 

Comics societies and fan clubs:
Worldwide, invitations

Selling/swapping back issues and annuals:
Aileen McMahon (#60)

Debate – factual and preferences:
‘Your reader was wrong when she said there were only two other ways of killing vampires 
other than a stake through the heart.’ (Nichola Layzell, #95). 
‘I disagree with the two girls who suggested less monsters and more mystery […] an element 
of mystery’s all right but overdoses would make Misty commonplace […] I prefer a comic 
that puts tingles in my back, not tangles in my book.’ (R. McInnes, #76)



Compass

Diversity of age, gender, location:
Misty claims aged 7-21 (#10)
Letters page shows aged 9-85 (#84, #52)

‘My daughter at the age of nine
Thinks your comic is just fine
Her Nan now at the age of fifty
First introduced the comic Misty
I never thought I’d be on the hook
For any comic or any book.
Which go to show it suits all ages
And excites us when we turn the pages.’
(Ms J. Broadley, #29) 

France [#35, #75], Holland, Australia, New Zealand, United Arab Emirates [#46], USA [#32, 
#45, #86] and Germany (all cited by Misty in #89); also Bolivia (#58), Mallorca (#59) and 
Romania (#73). 
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Final thoughts: 
• Guidance vs free rein
• Creativity 
• Trends and conversations 
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